
Swerve is the new single from Ducks! 
feat. Rachel Maio  

After a trio of dancefloor-ready singles, 
Swerve's bleak beauty is a change of pace 
for Ducks!. The first song the duo created 
as artists in residence at Blitz in Valletta, 
Malta, the original sound source is a wine 
glass in the gallery's bar, sampled and 
repitched to create a bell-like melody. Over 
this, Lani's plaintive vocals describe a per-
son trying, but not quite managing, to be 
satisfied with the life she's made for 
herself. Rachel Maio's electronically aug-

mented cello builds on the track's feeling of frustration and yearning and finally provides re-
lease, while the accompanying music video by Trent Grenell translates the song's emotional 
world into a dizzying cut-up psychodrama. Swerve is taken from the upcoming album 

Things That Were Lost, release date March 28.


Stream Swerve on Soundcloud. Promo download here. 


Ducks! are singer-songwriter Lani Bagley and ARIA award-winning producer Craig Schuftan. 
The Berlin-based Australians released their debut album Ding Ding Ding in 2016, which was 

long-listed for the AMP (Australian Music Prize). The aquatic follow-up Nak Nak was re-
leased the following year. Besides their album and single releases, Ducks! have made 
soundscapes for art exhibitions and art-world memoirs, mini-musical accompaniments for 
standup comedy shows, and soundtracked BBC Radio 4’s Not a People Person featuring 
Sam Simmons.


Download press photos and artwork here. All images credited to Harriet Richardson.


"Dynamically playful, lyrically they can be brilliantly perplexing, and undeniably magnetic." - 
Global Texan Chronicles 

“... when you sound like a cool mix between Little Dragon and HVOB - there's no other way 
but looping that repeat button." - Stereofox  

"Their Ducks! project is joyfully hard to pigeonhole, with a funky psychedelic, electronic pop 
background but just as easily able to fall into head-nodding instrumental territory." - Utility 
Fog, FBi Radio

Ducks! can be found on Spotify, Soundcloud, Bandcamp, Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. 
Press kit + hi res press photos here.
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